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Box 1:

1936: H.G. James, "The American State University: A Problem in Political Science"
1937: L.D. White, "Public Service and the University Graduate"
1938: R.E. Cushman, "The Role of the Supreme Court in a Democratic Nation"
1940: T.V. Smith, "The Compromise Principle in Transition"
1941: Dr. Hu Shih, "Historical Foundations for a Democratic China"
1942: C.E. Merriam, "Post-War Planning"
1943: C.A. Dykstra, "Democracy and the Manpower Crisis"
1944: Allan Nevins, "Democratic Ideals"
1946: M.O. Hudson, "Disputes before Organs of the United Nations"
1947: Herman Finer, "Force or Persuasion in International Relations"
1948: Wayne Morse, "What do the American People Want from their Politicians?"
1950: Leo Pasvolsky, "The United Nations in Action"
1951: Quincy Wright, "Constitutionalism in World Politics"
1952: G.B. Galloway, "Next Steps in Congressional Reform"
1953: Roy Blough, "The Role of the Economist in Federal Policy Making"
1954: E.S. Corwin, "Our Expendable Constitution"
1955: Lindsay Rogers, "Political Crystal Gazing"
1956: A.W. Macmahon, "Administration and Foreign Policy"
1957: Arthur Holcombe, "United Nations & American Foreign Policy"
1958: Harrison Brown, "Requisites for Survival"
1959: Walter Schaefer, "Courts & the Commonplaces of Federalism"
1961: H.M. Groves, "Decentralization in Decision-making and Finance"
1962: C.S. Hyneman, "Conflict, Toleration, and Agreement: Persisting Challenge for a Democratic Government"
1963: R.S. Rankin, "The Impact of Civil Rights upon Twentieth Century Federalism"
1964: J.M. Borus, "The Embattled Presidency"
1965: Philip M. Hauser, "Population, Poverty and World Politics"
1966: Kenneth E. Boulding, "The Parameters of Politics"
1967: Norton E. Long, "The Progress of Poverty and the Poverty of Progress"
1968: Ithiel de Sola Pool, "Village Violence and Pacification in Viet Nam"
1969: Gilbert Y. Steiner, "Welfare Options and Welfare Politics" (two duplicates)
1971: 
1972:
1973: Austin Ranney, "Alienation & Expectation in American Political Culture?"
1974: Albert Reese, "Do We Need a Permanent Incomes Policy?"
1977: Herbert Kaufman, "Fear of Bureaucracy: A Raging Pandemic"
1979: Robert Lane, "The Dialectics of Freedom in a Market Society"
1980: Robert Dahl, "Egoism, Altruism, and the Public Good"